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CALCULATE. ANALYZE. REDUCE

TM

ISDA SIMM :
Front to Back Margin
Analytics and Optimization
Remember, while posting Initial Margin (IM) is an End-of-Day (EOD) process – and
merely a step to compliance – being able to understand your IM impact “On Demand”,
throughout the day, with real and hypothetical portfolios, is highly valuable.
With Cassini, you can gain access to margin and collateral analysis and optimization
capabilities at every stage of the trade lifecycle — pre-trade, intra-day and end-of-day. This
will allow you to analyze the impact of individual trades on their portfolio, optimize their IM
requirements prior to execution and keep tabs on IM requirements throughout the day.
You need to post IM to remain compliant. Why not be smart about it?

Join the UMR Fast Track
cassinisystems.com/simm

Cassini is a licensed vendor for ISDA SIMMTM
Call 1 646 975 2155
www.cassinisystems.com
Pre and post trade
analytics for margin,
collateral and ﬁnancing.

The Cassini platform
provides an analytics
backbone from pre
trade to end of day
collateral posting.

Calculate and optimize
all margin and collateral
across the whole
trade lifecycle.
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COMPLIANCE

Regtech 2020: technology
to advance compliance
Jerome Lussan of Laven Partners examines the virtues
of a regtech solution

egtech has seen a rap-

R

id rise in prominence
over the last few years,
coming from a place of

relative obscurity to become a key
asset in the regulatory space. As

compliance managers a significant

Jerome Lussan
Laven Partners

amount of time – up to 75% on some

Jerome Lussan is the founder and CEO of Laven. His background includes acting as
a COO of a hedge fund and as a financial lawyer at Jones Day. Lussan has a broad
degree of expertise in the fund management industries, specialising in operational
risk and regulatory matters with a focus on the alternative sector. His most recent
experience covered CTAs (FX and futures) and prior to that he also worked in the
private equity and real estate sectors.

tasks and generally 40% overall.
Regtech also helps maintain oversight and leaves less room for error
or forgetfulness when completing
compliance tasks. When you see the

HFM Insight’s report Regtech Rising
stated in 2019, 87.5% of alternative

regulatory

Tradi-

number of matters that are forgot-

managers now use some form of

tionally, the compliance process has

ten or skipped over, specific regtech

regtech solution to supplement the

been inherently manual with all the

tools are very good value for money.

traditional compliance process.

relevant policies being solely driven

They are also very useful when help-

(FCA,

by an in-house compliance officer,

ing to demonstrate that compliance

2015) industry is now estimated

compliance team, or outsourced to

processes were followed, something

to be worth $4.9bn in annual reve-

a consultant. Until recently, compli-

that all operational due diligence

nue and shows no signs of slowing

ance officers have been relying on

consultants and/or regulators love

down. According to Reuters, the

non-subject-specific tools such as

to see. The regtech tools offer as-

global regtech market revenue is ex-

Excel, Word and Outlook to struc-

sistance that is driven by basic pre-

pected to reach $7.2bn by 2023.

ture the workflow. Regtech offers

defined algorithms, worth at least

One of the main factors behind

a subject-specific tool that stream-

a member of the junior team in any

this dramatic swell in popularity is

lines the compliance workload by

compliance group.

regtech’s

capabilities

automating manual parts of the

At Laven, we use our regtech

that help compliance profession-

workload without losing oversight

solutions for our compliance consul-

als cope with the growing list of

or increasing the risk. This can save

tancy, due diligence and regulatory

The

“so-called

regtech”

time-saving
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hosting business lines. We have first-

flags and concerns are automatical-

We are also seeing the early stag-

hand experience of the benefits as do

ly flagged giving an easy managerial

es of machine learning being imple-

all of our clients. On average, across

overall assessment.

mented into regtech, especially in

our business, we have seen a 40%

Given the sheer amount of regu-

client due diligence and know your

saving on time spent on compliance

lation that has come in over the last

client solutions. For example, ma-

tasks as automation allows staff

five years, with no sign of slowing

chine learning can be employed to

to rely on much of the groundwork

down, the need for the compliance

train a system to scan a set of data,

being in place and to focus on other

functions to have more time and to

whether that be reports from the

higher value tasks and advice. We

have access to better logistics is key.

regulator, media outlets or specific

have also seen an uptake of regtech

There is also the need to demon-

watchlists, to find mentions of the

solutions in some non-compliance

strate that controls have been duly

company or individual which may

specific applications, as the custo-

effected in line with risk manage-

affect a firm’s choice to onboard or

misable tools leave lots of possibil-

ment programmes and compliance

work with this company.

ities for users. For example, Laven’s

policies. A regtech solution ensures

regtech solution has also been im-

that all compliance documentation

Evidence

plemented in HR departments to

is stored in one place and can be

Recent regulations such as GDPR

store reports.

easily accessible while all being uni-

and SM&CR have stated that firms

formly formatted.

will be held accountable for not

Of course, regtech demands a certain adaptation and some flexibility of the mind. Some users cannot
change their processes that easily or
have interpretations of the regulations that are beyond ‘standard’ expectations. Regtech can be adapted
but for it to offer additional performance, it is best to keep it in line with
best practice conformity or else the
algorithm and time saving elements
can be lost.

taking sufficient and/or reasonable

Regtech oﬀers a subjectspeciﬁc tool that streamlines
the compliance workloads by
automating manual parts of the
workload without losing oversight
or increasing the risk

steps to ensure compliance with the
new and existing regulation. This
means firms must accurately record
any edits/changes made to the content or records within its compliance
documents through the use of an
audit trail tool. In response to the
FCA’s emphasis on accountability,
Laven has also seen fit to introduce
version control to ensure employees
only read and interact with most re-

Compliance

cent documents while historic documents are still safely stored in the

Compliance tasks completed poorly
or inefficiently can lead to the whole

Regtech innovations in 2020

back end. As previously mentioned,

business being put at risk. Further-

Regtech has made use of many of

it is important to have a clear and

more, over our 15 years providing

the key technological innovations

structured

regulatory compliance services, we

that have been developed over the

which can now be stored on many

have seen compliance evolve into a

past decade. For instance, cloud

regtech solutions.

core function that, if done well, can

computing is now a key aspect of

enhance the whole performance

many regtech solutions due to the

Regtech vs compliance

of a business from operational in-

sheer amount of documentation

As a leading compliance consultan-

frastructure through to client ex-

which is needed to be compliant and

cy that has built its own proprietary

perience. For example, client due

the necessity for this to be readily

regtech, we believe that both op-

diligence solutions streamline the

available at the regulator’s request.

tions are possible with regtech form-

document

repository,

client onboarding procedure making

Many regtech solutions provide an

ing the majority of the compliance

the process far simpler and conven-

easily accessible location for all your

workflow and the use of occasion-

ient for clients. On Laven Tech, for

compliance documentation allow-

al consultancy to supplement the

instance, instead of sending docu-

ing for easy access to any document

user’s knowledge. Laven’s regtech

ments back and forth via email, your

stored – such as the compliance

is designed to give a compliance

clients can be given access to Laven

manual – as and when it is needed.

officer the independence and infra-

Tech, where they can then use web-

Many, Laven Tech included, go fur-

structure to carry out effective com-

forms to quickly and efficiently fill

ther, offering a full audit trail which

pliance oversight without solely re-

out the required information. The

allows compliance staff to keep on

lying on an outsourced compliance

regtech solution then formats the

top of changes that have been made

consultant. Essentially, the software

webform into a report for your firm

to important documents. Addition-

ensures that users maintain full

to carry out the relevant checks.

ally, contrary to common belief, the

oversight of all their compliance

This not only improves the client

cloud in most cases is more secure

obligations and a consultant can be

experience but also ensures a more

than other methods of digital stor-

utilised to fill any gaps that are ex-

secure method for exchanging doc-

age as generally cloud service pro-

posed. This can then be supplement-

uments which contain personal data

viders invest much larger sums of

ed by additional consultancy work

that comply with the stricter data

money in their data encryption and

as and when it’s needed, such as the

laws under GDPR. This also saves

cyber-security than the average of-

implementation of a new piece of

time for the onboarding team as red

fice server.

legislation.
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Best practices in algo wheel
design and implementation
Alistair Cree of FlexTrade discusses the evolution of algo wheels and how they can be
used to apply a philosophy of continuous improvement to the trading process

Q
A

How have algo wheels developed in the last decade?
Algo wheels are the application to trading of the idea of

randomised controlled trials, which

Alistair Cree
FlexTrade
Alistair Cree is product manager for TCA, analytics, and algo wheel at FlexTrade.
He joined FlexTrade in 2018, having previously worked in various roles within ITG’s
Analytics department. He holds a BA in Natural Sciences from the University of
Cambridge.

narrowly at the questions of broker
selection inequities towards the
idea that more and more aspects of
the trading process can be standardised and evaluated in this way.
Initially, the idea was to stand-

originally comes from the natural
sciences. When you have some new

be confident that the difference that

ardise your broker’s algo offerings

innovation in the healthcare space,

you see in the outcomes between

into a few groups that could be used

for example, you have to make sure

those two groups is due to whatever

interchangeably. Rather than send-

that a new treatment actually works

intervention was made.

ing an order to a particular broker’s

and improves outcomes for patients.

Trading is broadly moving in step

algo, an order can instead be sent to

In the case of finance, this translates

with trends in other industries to

an IS algo, VWAP algo destination.

into the outcomes for orders. Trials

become more quantitative, and that

Then, behind the scenes, the choice

are run by splitting the orders into

signals the use of more rigorous

of broker can be randomised. You

two groups; a treatment group and

evaluation techniques, of which the

can determine, with some degree

a control group. That’s done at ran-

randomised control trials are really

of confidence, that any difference in

dom so you know that any differ-

the gold standard. They generate

the performance of the orders sent

ence between those groups is due to

the best possible data you can get

to those two brokers is really down

the treatment itself and not because

to work with to answer questions

to the selection of the broker them-

one group contains a higher number

about whether an intervention is

selves and not down to the market

of more difficult orders. This means

effective.

conditions, order characteristics, or

that when you look at the cost or

In trading, this mode of evalua-

performance of your orders, you can

tion has evolved from looking very
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some other decision made which affected the difficulty of the order.
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Q
A

How does trade automation
feed into this conversation?

but also to the question of algo

The first generation of algo

questions around urgency.

selection and to some degree the

of the order has been automated.
Once automated, you can begin collecting data on the process.

wheels would just look at bro-

Much of this comes down to iden-

Using that data, you can refine the

ker selection. This is a relatively

tifying a subset of relatively simple

process. For example, you start

straightforward decision and the

orders that can be automated. For

by sending all of your orders that

trader still needs to be fairly closely

example, these could be identified

are under 5% of ADV to a VWAP

involved in deciding which wheel to

by the order size, market conditions,

wheel, and then you introduce into

use. Traders make lots of other decisions as well: they select the algo;
they select the algo parameters.
Additionally, the trader also makes
higher-level decisions which are

Trading is broadly moving in step
with trends in other industries to
become more quantitative

that wheel a split between VWAPs
that include the closing auction
and VWAPs that try to complete
before the close. Looking at the
performance of those two groups,

perhaps a little more difficult to pin

some orders for a particular port-

down, including the urgency of the

folio manager may perform better
including the close or not. You can

order, how aggressive they want to
be, or whether they want to weigh

or some other set of criteria. Once

then split your wheel based on the

more heavily towards closing auc-

defined, these orders can be sent

portfolio manager. This iterative

tion or trade throughout the day. So

into an algo wheel and the choice of

process will eventually result in

trading automation really starts to

broker randomised. This marks the

quite a complicated structure, and

come into this once you have peo-

first point at which trade automa-

that’s what we’ve seen the most

ple applying the same ideas not just

tion starts to kick in because at that

sophisticated firms doing in this

to the question of broker selection,

point a good chunk of the life cycle

space.
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REGULATION

AANA management and
strategic clearing
Mohit Gupta of Cassini Systems outlines the ways in which their
clients can find opportunity in the UMR delay

erivatives trading has

D

undergone wide ranging changes in regulation since the global

financial crisis. The requirement for
posting margin on cleared and bilateral trades has been one of those

Mohit Gupta
Cassini Systems
Mohit Gupta is a senior product specialist at Cassini Systems leading pre-sales
efforts and looking at different aspects of product, analytics and helping clients
solve complex problems. Gupta brings with him depths of experience; both in
the software and risk analytics field having worked in rates trading at Goldman
Sachs. An engineer by background with an MBA, he graduated from India’s premier
institutes – Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad and Indian Institute of
Technology, Bombay.

changes; impacting the cost of trad-

to comply with the requirements by
this revised timeline and strongly encourage market participants to make
all relevant arrangements on a timely basis.”

Impact of delay
Before the delay was announced,

ing directly, while aiming to reduce

September (phase four). Firms with

Isda estimated about 1,100 coun-

the counterparty credit risk and en-

50 BN-749 BN notional exposure

terparties would come in scope in

suring stability.

will now begin posting in 1 Septem-

September 2020 once the threshold

While the requirement for initial

ber 2020 (phase five) and those with

falls from $750bn to $8bn. With the

margin was initially only mandatory

exposure between $8bn and $49bn

delay now introducing a new phase

for trades cleared through a central

will begin posting from September

with a $50bn threshold, the number

clearing house, it has since also en-

2021 (phase six). As before, firms

of counterparties coming into scope

compassed bilateral trades. Given

with AANA under $8bn are exempt.

will be significantly lower, due to the

the widespread scope of bilateral

As aptly summarised in a state-

higher threshold. A study by Isda es-

derivatives, BCBS/Iosco proposed a

ment from the Basel Committee

timates that the number of counter-

five-phase implementation towards

below, the delay is meant to help

parties caught in phase five will fall

mandatory posting of initial mar-

counterparties prepare better from

by 70% – with the remaining going

gin. As part of this, the last phase –

an implementation point of view:

in to the newly formed phase six.

phase five – was to come into effect

Further similar studies by regulators

in September 2020. However, with

“The Basel Committee and Iosco

CFTC and FCA have this number at

phase four commencing 1 Septem-

have agreed to this extended time-

77% and 66%, respectively. Suffice

ber, a widely expected delay was

line in the interest of supporting the

to say that the delay pushes a lot of

announced on 23 July. This added

smooth and orderly implementation

counterparties from phase five to

a new threshold and thereby intro-

of the margin requirements which is

phase six.

ducing a sixth phase, which comes

consistent and harmonised across

into effect in September 2021.

their member jurisdictions and helps

The opportunity and solution

Those firms with over $750bn in

avoid market fragmentation that

What does this mean for firms with

average aggregate notional amount

could otherwise ensue. The Basel

AANA under $50bn? BCBS/Iosco

(AANA) will still be required to be-

Committee and Iosco expect that

intend the delay to provide more

gin posting initial margin from 1

covered entities will act diligently

time for smaller and mid-size firms
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to prepare fully, especially in Europe

A reduction in AANA can be

where they are also required to per-

achieved

form back-testing. The temptation

approaches:

through

following

a bigger ‘bang-for-buck’ in reducing AANA.
• CDS: A traditional bilateral mar-

will be to simply put the uncleared

Compression: It is not uncommon

ket like CDS has seen the share of

margin rules (UMR) and standard in-

to see trading books which have

clearing on the rise of late and this

itial margin model (SIMM) project on

trades back and forth for the same

further supports the argument for

hold for 12 months but that would

risk. This is usually the case when

clearing over bilateral.

be a mistake, as the delay is being

original trades were not taken off

allowed specifically to provide ad-

but replaced with equal and oppo-

Trading style: While it might not

ditional time to prepare for the up-

site risk trades. This extinguishes

be possible for everyone to change

coming requirements.

the risk but still counts towards no-

their trading style, there are ways

Ultimately, the delay is meant to

tional exposure. Compressing port-

for those who can adapt to look at

help provide time to work diligently

folios both unilaterally and multi-

reducing AANA by such methods. A

towards implementing a solution for

laterally can be used reduce notion-

few examples are as follows:

the regulations. At Cassini Systems,

al exposure, keeping the risk profile

• Swap note futures: Trading

we think this delay is an opportunity

within constraints.

swap note futures to mimic the
exposure of a traditional swap is

which can be used both by firms in
phase five and phase six to appropriately get ready for the regulations in
a holistic sense rather than just looking at uncleared margin.
The key question is this: how can

The key question is this:
how can a client act on this delay
and beneﬁt from it?

one way of reducing AANA.
• Interest rate futures: Trading futures which mimic the swaps exposure (EuroDollar, ERIS futures) is
another way to reduce AANA.

a client act on this delay and bene-

• FX forwards: Even though phys-

fit from it? A few ways in which we

ically settled FX forwards are not
under scope for margin posting,

at Cassini are helping our clients are
Strategic clearing: The premise

they still count towards AANA

of the regulation imposing margin

calculations. Using FX futures to

Understanding your AANA

for uncleared derivatives is to bring

mimic the exposure of physically

AANA stands for average aggregate

them in line with cleared deriva-

settled FX forwards is one way to

notional amount. This is the metric

tives which have a margin associat-

reduce AANA.

which decides if the client falls in

ed with them. Given margin is to be

phase five or phase six or is totally

posted for uncleared (if you breach

Conclusion

out of scope. The exact method of

the $50m posting threshold) and

The impact of UMR on buy-side firms

calculating AANA depends on the ju-

cleared derivatives, it can often be

can be significant in operational and

risdiction as certain products might

preferable to use the clearing ave-

collateral costs, and while on the

be excluded in one jurisdiction but

nues. The margin requirement for

surface the change to split phase

included in another. Even though the

cleared trades is based on a five-day

five into two seems benign, by mov-

officially reported AANA has to be

margin period of risk and so is gener-

ing the deadline out a year it actual-

calculated for certain specific days

ally less for the same trades than un-

ly presents opportunities for phase

dependent on the jurisdiction, it is

cleared margin requirements which

five and phase six firms.

recommended to have an process to

are based on a 10-day margin peri-

Phase five firms can review their

be able to monitor AANA exposure

od of risk. With the arrival of more

AANA levels and may be able to

on an ongoing basis as this will help

clearing houses, the range of prod-

take some of the steps suggested

to get an idea of the phase of imple-

ucts which can be cleared has great-

above to get themselves into phase

mentation the firm will be in and then

ly increased and this offers more

six. This saves the cost of collateral

act accordingly. For instance, if my

avenues to firms while still keeping

for another year as well as allowing

current AANA is €100bn, I am most

liquidity in mind. A few examples are

more time to be fully prepared.

likely going to fall in phase five un-

as follows:

enumerated below.

For phase six firms there is more

less something drastically changes

• Interest rate swaps and infla-

time to review and modify trad-

and reduces the exposure.

tion swaps: These are liquid, with

ing behaviour, as well as balancing

multiple exchanges offering them

counterparty agreements to max-

Managing your AANA

as products. Voluntarily clearing

imise the $50m posting threshold,

Once the firm has a clear picture of

trades on rates products that are

which can reduce or possibly elimi-

its AANA, the next step is to see if

not mandatorily cleared can of-

nate the cost of UMR.

there is any way one can optimise

fer synergies in reducing AANA

the portfolio to reduce the AANA.

exposure.

allowing time to implement a ho-

Reducing AANA should be of par-

• FX options: Clearing FX options

listic solution across all derivatives

ticular interest to firms who are on

at exchanges rather than keeping

trading to reduce IM requirements,

the cusp of the threshold (i.e. close

them as bilateral can reduce the

identify cost of carry, attribute costs

to €50bn or €8bn) as this can help

AANA exposure. Given options

to portfolios and trades and general-

them flip to the next phase or out of

have higher leverage than spot

ly implement a full cost control pro-

scope completely.

transactions, clearing them offers

cess for collateral.

Importantly it also helps firms by
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The cloud standard
Darrell Tucker of Abacus Group highlights the best practices
regarding the outsourcing of a cloud solution

loud IT services have

C

standard in the financial
services

industry,

and

the goals for moving to the cloud
are typically common across most
organisations: increase operational
efficiency through advanced tech-

While Google does this to some

Darrell Tucker
Abacus Group

become an acceptable

degree, their productivity suite can
be somewhat insulated and difficult

Darrell Tucker is a managing director of sales and business development at Abacus
Group, with over 20 years of industry experience. Prior to Abacus, Tucker was
head of US project management for Options-IT and technical director for BNP
Paribas’s prime brokerage division in the Eastern Region. He also spent nearly 10
years building and supporting the hosted IT platform for Bank of America prime
brokerage clients. He holds a BA in Computer Science from the University of Albany
and is based in New York.

to integrate with other third-party
software or services.
Amazon is more focused on the
hosted infrastructure model and
could require more overhead to de-

nology and features; enhance cy-

which utilises all public-cloud re-

liver a comprehensive solution, and

ber-security through the use of more

sources to deliver a complete hosted

this can prove costlier.

robust tools, utilities and infrastruc-

IT solution. Public cloud platforms

ture; an enhanced ability to scale; and

can offer many advantages, such as

Whose role is it anyway?

last, but definitely not least, manage

turnkey solutions to solve everyday

As outsourcing and cloud technolo-

(also read as minimise) costs asso-

business challenges, geographical-

gies become more prevalent in the

ciated with the overall technology

ly diverse locations to mitigate the

financial services space, the need to

implementation. Along with these

effects of latency, and economies of

have technical personnel on staff has

objectives comes the challenge of

scale to provide a more robust and

been eliminated. As a result, there

balancing convenience with security.

scalable infrastructure at a manage-

has been a convergence of roles and

There is no shortage of cloud-

able cost. A key advantage of cloud

responsibilities. Non-technical staff

based hosting options and the de-

outsourcing lies in removing the de-

are being asked to select, coordinate

bate continues over the best meth-

pendency on your local premise and

and manage the technology solu-

od for delivering a comprehensive

enhancing your business continuity

tion. Commonly, the COO, CFO or

solution that addresses most, if not

by being able to continue working

CCO is wearing the hat of the CTO,

all, of these items. Some are set-

from any internet-connected loca-

and they are forced to quickly come

tling into a private cloud as the next

tion. There is no doubt that public

up to speed on the likes of terminolo-

evolution of their IT, which means

cloud providers, such as Microsoft,

gy, hardware and software, ancillary

hosting resources away from their

Amazon and Google, are major play-

services and IT best practices around

offices and into a data centre. Oth-

ers in the hosted infrastructure and

all of these things. This is not neces-

ers have moved to a more prevalent

service delivery space and have the

sarily a bad thing as this cross-func-

hybrid-type solution, which can be

capacity to accommodate even the

tional role can more closely align

a mix of on-premise infrastructure,

largest firms.

technology with business objectives.

private-cloud and public-cloud re-

Arguably, Microsoft has the most

That said, your business priorities

sources. All of these platforms have

complete solution from an end-us-

and compliance requirements should

modular technologies that are nim-

er perspective. Its native Office 365

drive the technology, not vice versa.

ble enough to be effectively inte-

solution has been purpose-built to

The Infrastructure as a Service

grated into other solutions.

provide most, if not all, of the re-

(IaaS) model has simplified this se-

A sound technology solution will

quired components for a complete

lection process by allowing you to

diligently and consistently asses the

solution, while Microsoft manages

procure IT on the merit of service

compatibility and effectiveness of all

the

Its

delivery and not get too deeply en-

of its components and make adjust-

Azure platform provides infrastruc-

trenched in the nuts and bolts, such

ments as necessary without impact

ture resources for those who prefer

as back-end infrastructure. Prac-

to your operations. Another alter-

to build a more bespoke solution on

tically speaking, you should doc-

native is a full public-cloud solution,

personally managed servers.

ument a framework for how your
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underlying

infrastructure.

IT SERVICES

organisation will work. You can build

they function as an extension of

public or unknown networks where

on this later, but answering the fol-

your firm, so you should ensure that

passwords can be compromised.

lowing simple questions will help get

such providers can demonstrate

Utilise DLP features like condi-

the process started:

prudence around internal process-

tional-access policies, which control

What is the size and expected

es, infrastructure management and

access to data based on approved

growth of the firm?

cyber-security; conformance to in-

conditions, such as location or de-

applica-

dustry standards; maintain a pro-

vice type.

tions (if any) will be used (be-

active methodology for managing

Finally, a SIEM will allow for mon-

yond standard email and file

hardware, software and technology

itoring and reporting to validate

storage)?

solutions; and maintain relevant

that these solutions are working

How much travel is expected

and detailed documentation. Bonus

and identify where there might be

and by whom, or is there a re-

points for holding relevant certifica-

any gaps. Whether it’s personally

mote workforce?

tions and credentials – for example,

identifiable information from inves-

What data is expected to

SSAE18/SOC or ISO 270001, GDPR,

tors or intellectual property (invest-

be available outside of the

Privacy Shield and CCPA.

ment or trading strategy), you must

•
•

•

•

What

operational

work with your IT service provider

office?
What regulatory and investor

Rules for everybody

to manage your data. Know where it

compliance requirements will

With respect to compliance and secu-

is stored, how backups are handled

you be governed by?

rity policies, it is important for com-

and what the retention period is.

panies to establish and enforce at

Know who has access to it and who

Answering these questions can

the firm-level. Catering to individuals

has accessed it.

help in selecting the appropriate

can make enforcement of policies dif-

Now that technology is being

cloud infrastructure for your firm

ficult or unmanageable. Whenever

consumed as a service, should you

and the resources required to man-

possible, you should use advanced

care which cloud is being used – pri-

age it effectively. A managed service

security features and ensure they

vate, hybrid or public? Arguably, the

provider (MSP) that can deliver IaaS

align with your firm’s policies.

effectiveness of the services being

•

is often a great way to address this,

For example, mobile device man-

delivered, and the expertise and ef-

as they can help meet some of the

agement will allow you to craft and

fectiveness of your service provider,

original goals – operational efficien-

enforce policy around the use of

should be your main priority. With

cy, scalability, robust architecture,

smartphones, tablets and laptops,

technology now an integral part of

economies of scale and budgeting.

and protect corporate data when

doing business, cyber-security con-

Additionally, they provide a broad-

used on these devices.

cerns are a constant threat. Having a
will

comprehensive, stable and robust IT

the key risk associated with relying

add another layer of security to

solution is paramount in mitigating

on a single IT professional to man-

standard passwords for authenti-

risk. Selecting which cloud platform

age the entire solution. They will be

cated access to protected data or

you will move your technology to is

integral in delivering and managing

resources. This can be beneficial if

not nearly as important as prioritis-

the IT services and infrastructure,

there is a lot of travel within your

ing which MSP service provider you

along with interfacing with your

organisation, which increases the

determine to work with, and under-

staff to provide support. Essentially,

probability that users are working on

standing how to manage them.

er range of expertise and eliminate

Dual-factor

authentication
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SECTOR NAME
SERVICE
DIRECTORY

IT SERVICES / CYBERSECURITY / CLOUD HOSTING

REGULATION

ABACUS GROUP
Sales & business development

CASSINI SYSTEMS
Marco Knaap, Head of Business Development

T: US +1 (866) 888 1943 // UK +44 (0)207 936 1780
sales@abacusgroupllc.com

T: + 44 (0) 20 3289 1800 // mknaap@cassinisystems.com

Samuel Hyman, Head of Americas
T: +1 646 975 2155 //shyman@cassinisystems.com
www.cassinisystems.com // info@cassinisystems.com

Abacus Group is an award-winning global firm that provides outsourced IT services and a selection of
leading-edge private, public and hybrid cloud solutions to over 600 investment management firms. An
enterprise technology platform specifically designed to meet the unique needs of the financial services
industry, the Abacus Cloud allows investment managers to source their technology needs as-a-service
with the capacity to scale on-demand to meet current and future cybersecurity, storage and compliance
requirements. Abacus has offices in New York, NY; San Francisco, CA; Boston, MA; Dallas, TX; Greenwich, CT;
Los Angeles, CA; Charlotte, NC; and London, England.

Managing OTC and ETD portfolios need powerful tools. Cassini goes beyond margin calculation and enables IM
calculation at any time during the day using ISDA SIMM or CCP models, Coverage of ETD and OTC including total
return swaps, Attribution of margin costs, Reduction of net IM and Reduction of uncleared IM.
Empower your traders and portfolio managers with pre-trade lifetime cost analysis. Ensure compliance by
observing trade routing rules for execution and clearing. Reduce collateral costs through optimisation. Enable
your firm to stay under the 50 million threshold for UMR. Cassini is an official licensee of the ISDA SIMM model.

TRADING PLATFORM / TECHNOLOGY

COMPLIANCE

FLEXTRADE SYSTEMS

LAVEN PARTNERS

flextrade.com
sales@flextrade.com

info@lavenpartners.com
T: 020 7838 0010

Founded in 1996, FlexTrade Systems is the global leader in high performance execution management and
order management systems for equities, foreign exchange, options, futures and fixed income.
A pioneer in the field, FlexTrade is internationally recognized for introducing FlexTRADER, the world’s first
broker-neutral, execution management trading system, which allows clients to completely control and
customise their proprietary algorithms while maintaining the confidentiality of their trading strategies.

Established in 2005 Laven is a financial compliance consultancy firm with offices in London, Luxembourg and
New York. We are also a world leader in Regulation Technology designed to streamline the compliance processes from day-to-day compliance to product and vendor due diligence, and client due diligence. Our mission is to
simplify compliance with our expertise and proprietary software, reducing the burden while simultaneously
creating value for financial institutions, in particular their asset managers. We also service brokers and financial
products such as fintech providers, cryptocurrency and payment processing firms

To promote
your company
email: directory@hfm.global
or call UK +44 20 7832 6615 US +1 (212) 268 4919
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Compliance Solutions
for the Asset Management
Industry
RegTech
Compliance
Regulatory Hosting
Due Diligence
@lavenpartners
Laven Partners
+44 (0)20 7837 0010
info@lavenpartners.com
www.lavenpartners.com

Industry-leading IT services & solutions
for alternative investment firms.

The Abacus cloud platform provides your firm with all the necessary technology
tools to meet current & future cybersecurity needs, offering capacity to scale
on-demand, while meeting storage & compliance requirements.

SECURE

RELIABLE

TRANSPARENT

COMPLIANT

abacusgroupllc.com | sales@abacusgroupllc.com | US +1(866) 888-1943 | UK +44 (0)207 936-1780

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON DALLAS LOS ANGELES BOSTON GREENWICH (CT) CHARLOTTE

